Department of Physical Education
Aligarh Muslim University
Recruiter Feedback Form 2016

Name of the company: Fitkids
Name of the representative: Shamim Ahmed
Designation of the representative: Regional Manager
Date of recruitment drive:

1. Rate your stay in the University
   Poor    Average    Good    Excellent

2. Rate the quality of communication with the University/Department TPO
   Poor    Average    Good    Excellent

3. Gauge the department hospitality you conducted the drive
   Poor    Average    Good    Excellent

4. Express in few word about the student quality as per your observation
   Good quality knowledge which I showed here this time it much better in comparison to previous

5. Express about the subject knowledge of the interviewed students
   They know about what their skills deeply, most of students are very good sound of knowledge about there profession.
Brief a bit about the students overall quality as compare to other institutions students, you conducted the recruitment drive this year

Excellent

7. Inform three positive thing that you want to share related to the students quality/professional preparation

Very Active
Responsive to know there responsibility
Sincere

8. Suggest three most important thing as per your understanding, where you think we can do much better than the present one

organise such type of Seminar (workshops) where they all participate actively
Call to Company for work shop so students get idea what we actual did in schools

9. Brief about your expectation from the department for the next session drive- (Be open, write anything you wish to see as a change when you will visit next time)

It really appreciated we got very good sound of candidates here and
I in behalf of my company I would like to give thanks to which you prepared students as requirement for the

Same
Name of the company: FitKids Education and Training Ltd.
Name of the representative: Sandeep Kirdodia
Designation of the representative: Regional Manager (operations)
Date of recruitment drive: 06/02/16

1. Rate your stay in the University
   Poor    Average    Good  Excellent

2. Rate the quality of communication with the University/Department TPO
   Poor    Average    Good  Excellent

3. Gauge the department hospitality you conducted the drive
   Poor    Average    Good  Excellent

4. Express in few word about the student quality as per your observation
   - Find good students, only communication was little issue.
   - It was satisfactory, we will look for the improvement next time.

5. Express about the subject knowledge of the interviewed students
   - Subject knowledge of the candidates was good. They were not able to express that in English. All of them were flexible in terms of location.
6. Brief a bit about the students overall quality as compare to other institutions students, you conducted the recruitment drive this year
   - Students quality was good and observed that students came with full preparation. Students had good knowledge of leapstart.

7. Inform three positive thing that you want to share related to the students quality/professional preparation.
   - Checked leapstart website.
   - Good preparation.
   - Flexibility to move to any location.

8. Suggest three most important thing as per your understanding, where you think we can do much better than the present one
   - Communication.
   - Should be clear whether to go for job or further studies.
   - Should be confident.

9. Brief about your expectation from the department for the next session drive- (Be open, write anything you wish to see as a change when you will visit next time)
   - Want to see more candidates.
   - Want those candidates who wants to work.

Signature